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Transient Activation of Superior Prefrontal Cortex during
Inhibition of Cognitive Set
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The prefrontal cortex implements a set-shifting function that includes inhibition of a previously acquired cognitive set. The impairment
of the inhibitory function results in perseverative behavior that forms one characteristic feature of frontal lobe dysfunction. Previous
neuroimaging studies have revealed inhibitory mechanisms in the inferior prefrontal cortex. The present functional magnetic resonance
imaging study devised “dual-match” stimuli in a set-shifting paradigm that allowed us to temporally isolate the inhibitory processes
recruited during exposure to a previously acquired set. Transient activation time-locked to the isolated inhibition was revealed in the left
middle frontal gyrus near the superior frontal sulcus. In a control experiment conducted after subjects had been informed and made
aware of the exposure, however, the superior prefrontal activation disappeared, and prominent activation was revealed in a set of brain
regions that included the left posterior inferior frontal sulcus. These double dissociation results indicate inhibitory mechanisms in the
superior prefrontal cortex, alternative to the inferior prefrontal ones, that are activated depending on the subjects’ strategy for inhibition
of cognitive set.
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Introduction
The prefrontal cortex permits a flexible transition between com-
peting behavioral patterns in accordance with changing environ-
ments, especially by inhibiting a mental set that supported previ-
ously appropriate behavior. Such inhibitory function manifests
itself most typically in set-shifting paradigms such as the Wiscon-
sin card sorting test (WCST), during which one behavioral pat-
tern based on a particular principle, or a “dimension,” that is
maintained for a prolonged period is updated to another at the
time of dimensional changes. Previous neuropsychological find-
ings for both humans (Milner, 1963; Owen et al., 1993; Rogers et
al., 1998) and monkeys (Passingham, 1972; Dias et al., 1996) have
shown that patients with damage to the lateral frontal cortex
characteristically adhere to previously valid behavior, which has
been attributed to impairment of the inhibition of perseverative
interference from a previously acquired set. The lateral frontal
involvement in set shifting has been supported by a number of
neuroimaging studies demonstrating prominent activations in
the lateral prefrontal cortex, especially in the inferior prefrontal
cortex (Dove et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Konishi et al.,
2002a; Nakahara et al., 2002).

Activation associated with set shifting has been investigated by
assessing signal increase at the time of dimensional changes in
set-shifting paradigms; however, dimensional changes might well

involve multiple processes other than inhibitory ones (Owen et
al., 1991; Delis et al., 1992). In particular, an important distinc-
tion regarding component processes related to set shifting has
been proposed between shifting from previous dimensions and
shifting to new dimensions (Owen et al., 1993), both of which
may inevitably be recruited at the time of dimensional changes.
To isolate neural correlates of the inhibitory mechanism, a mod-
ified card-sorting task was devised in the present functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) study by introducing “dual-
match” stimuli in card-sorting trials (see Fig. 1a). The dual-
match stimuli allowed us to temporally separate inhibitory
processes away from dimensional changes during which multiple
processes related to set shifting are recruited (see Fig. 1b). The
dimensional change was signaled to subjects by visual presenta-
tion of a subsequent dimension (Konishi et al., 1999b, 2002a).
When the dual-match stimulus was presented immediately after
the dimensional change, the subjects reconfigured a new task set
but were not required to inhibit a previous set acquired before the
dimensional change, because new correct matching in the dual-
match trials was compatible with previously correct matching. In
a “single-match” trial presented immediately after a series of the
dual-match trials (an “inhibition trial”), however, the subjects
were now exposed to the previous set and were required to inhibit
it to choose a correct answer. The present study directly analyzed
the inhibition trials in which inhibition was required away from
the dimensional changes (experiment 1). One important feature
of the inhibition trials would be that the subjects were less aware
of the dimensional changes and therefore of the exposure to a
previous set at the inhibition trials, which might result in changes
in the inhibitory mechanisms. Experiment 2 was conducted to
control this possible effect after the subjects had been informed
and made aware of the exposure.
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Materials and Methods
Subjects and fMRI procedures. Informed consent was obtained from 36
healthy right-handed subjects (18 males, 18 females; age, 20 –31 years).
They were scanned by fMRI using experimental procedures approved by
the institutional review board of the University of Tokyo School of Med-
icine. Thirty-six subjects underwent fMRI scanning without being in-
formed of the exposure to the interference from previous task set (exper-
iment 1). Sixteen of these subjects were additionally scanned performing
the task after having been made aware of the exposure (experiment 2).

Scanning was conducted using a 1.5 T fMRI system. Scout images were
first collected to align the field of view centered on the subject’s brain.
Then T2-weighted spin-echo images were obtained for anatomical ref-
erence [repetition time (TR) � 5.5 sec; echo time (TE) � 30 msec; 75
slices, slice thickness � 2 mm; in-plane resolution � 2 � 2 mm]. For
functional imaging, gradient echo echo-planar sequences were used
(TR � 4 sec; TE � 50 msec; flip angle � 90°). Each functional run
consisted of 68 whole-brain acquisitions (28 � 4 mm slices; in-plane
resolution 4 mm). The first four functional images in each run were
excluded from the analysis to take into account the equilibrium of lon-
gitudinal magnetization.

Behavioral procedures. Visual stimuli were presented to subjects by
projecting the stimuli onto a screen. Subjects viewed the screen through
prism glasses. A magnet-compatible button press on the basis of a fiber-
optic switch was used to record subjects’ performances. The tasks used in
this study were derived from the WCST (Grant and Berg, 1948) modified
in our previous studies (Konishi et al., 1999b, 2002a). In each WCST trial,
a five-card stimulus was presented until subjects responded to one of four
reference card stimuli at the corner of the screen by matching the at-
tribute of a central card on the basis of the dimension of color, form, or
number. A four-channel button was pressed using the right thumb for
the choice of one of the four reference card stimuli. A feedback stimulus
(right, O; wrong, X) was then presented. After eight or more successive
correct trials, the currently relevant dimension was changed to one of the
others, and subjects were instructed regarding the subsequent dimension
by visual presentation of the word “color,” “form,” or “number.”

There were two forms of the five-card stimuli: single match and dual
match(Fig. 1a). The single-match stimulus was used in most of the card-
sorting trials, and each one of its four reference card stimuli was matched
to its central card stimulus on the basis of only one of the three dimen-
sions (Fig. 1a, left). On the other hand, the dual-match stimulus, which
was presented immediately after dimensional changes, contained a ref-
erence card stimulus that was matched to the central card stimulus on the
basis of two of the dimensions (Fig. 1a, right). When the dimension was
changed from color to form, as in Figure 1b, subjects were required to
reconfigure a new task set but not to inhibit a previous set in the dual-
match trials, because matching to the dual-match stimuli on the basis of
a previous dimension (color matching) still led to correct matching on
the basis of a current dimension (form matching). After successive dual-
match trials, the single-match trials followed, and a previous set that is
known to last long after task switching (Allport et al., 1994; Meiran et al.,
2000) was now required to be inhibited (i.e., inhibition was required
independently of dimensional changes) because matching to the single-
match stimuli on the basis of a previous dimension no longer led to
correct matching. Thus the present design temporally isolated the inhi-
bition trials (the first single-match trial after a series of the dual-match
trials) and avoided the contamination of various processes that may
occur at the time of dimensional changes (Owen et al., 1991; Delis et al.,
1992).

The number of dual-match trials presented after dimensional changes
was randomly selected from two and four, and therefore the single-
match trials were presented at either the third trials (�4 sec) or the fifth
trials (�8 sec) after the dimensional changes. No dual-match stimuli
were presented after the inhibition trials. As a positive control condition,
after one-third of the dimensional changes, no dual-match trials were
presented (i.e., single-match trials were presented instead) after dimen-
sional changes (“original” dimensional changes). The task used a self-
paced design, and the instruction stimuli were presented for 0.5 sec, with
each stimulus separated by a blank image for 0.25 sec (therefore, the time

between response and presentation of the next trial was 1.0 sec). Eight
experimental runs were collected for each subject that contained 106.3 �
10.4 (mean � SD) dimensional changes in total depending on subjects’
performance.

A post-scanning interview was conducted in experiment 1 to examine
to what degree the subjects were unaware of the exposure to the previ-
ously acquired set. The dual-match nature of the card stimuli and the
exposure to the previous set at the inhibition trials were explained to the
subjects, and they were asked whether they noticed them. Only those
subjects who answered strongly in the negative were regarded as having
been totally unaware of them. Those subjects who reported awareness of
any aspect of them were regarded as having been partially unaware of
them, although they reported that they performed the task indifferently
to them. It should be noted that this indifferent performance of the task
contrasts with the situation in experiment 2, in which subjects were made
aware of them and a distinct pattern of activation was obtained (see
Results). The procedure might underestimate the number of subjects
who performed the task totally unaware of them but would certify the
form of inhibitory processes recruited in that situation. Sixteen of the 36
subjects were additionally scanned in a control experiment (experiment
2) after they had been informed and made aware of the exposure. More
specifically, the dual-match nature of the card stimuli and the exposure
to the previous set at the inhibition trials were explained to the subjects,
and they were instructed to try not to make an error in the critical inhi-
bition trials.

Data analysis. Data were analyzed using SPM99 (http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional images were realigned, slice timing was cor-
rected, normalized to the default template with interpolation to a 2 � 2 �
2 mm space, and spatially smoothed (full width, half maximum � 6
mm). Then event timing was coded into a general linear model (GLM)
(Friston et al., 1994; Worsley and Friston, 1995). The activation of inter-
est in the present study, the first single-match trials after dimensional
changes in which the inhibition was involved, were coded into a GLM
using the canonical hemodynamic response function in SPM99, time-
locked to the onset of stimulus presentation (Fig. 1b); however, it is
possible that residual activation derived from the dimensional changes,
although separated by �4 and 8 sec (1 trial, �2 sec), contaminated the
activation related to the inhibition. To cancel out this possible effect, the
third or fifth trials after the dimensional changes were defined as control
trials when the inhibition trials were presented at the fifth or third trials
after the same dimensional changes, respectively. These temporally
equivalent control trials, together with the dimensional changes and er-
ror trials, were also coded into a GLM. Images of parameter estimates for
signal response magnitudes in these events were then analyzed for group
analysis using a random-effect model. Peak coordinate locations in acti-
vation maps were generated using a threshold of 19 or more contiguous

Figure 1. A modified WCST used in the present study. a, Single-match (left) and dual-match
(right) stimuli. b, Presented stimuli (card, feedback, and instruction) shown in temporal order.
In this figure the original dimension is color, and the dimension is changed into form. In the
inhibition trials after the dual-match trials, subjects were exposed to perseverative interference
from a previously acquired set.
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significant voxels above p � 0.001 (z � 3.3) (each voxel, 2 � 2 � 2 mm 3),
calculated using an empirical analysis of control data set (Buckner et al.,
1998; Konishi et al., 2001). For critical activations in the superior and
inferior prefrontal cortex highlighted in Results, p � 0.05 corrected was
cleared.

Results
Mean correct performance in experiment 1 was 98.1% in the
inhibition trials (presented at the third and fifth trials after the
dimensional changes) and 99.7% in the temporally equivalent
control trials (presented at the fifth and third trials after the same
dimensional changes, respectively; see Materials and Methods).
This performance difference was significant (1.6 � 2.0%;
mean � SD; t(35) � 4.9; p � 0.001). Mean reaction time in correct
trials was 1074.8 msec in the inhibition trials and 1008.2 msec in
the temporally equivalent control trials; this increase in mean
reaction time was also significant (66.6 � 53.6 msec; mean � SD;
t(35) � 7.5; p � .001). A post-scanning interview confirmed that
17 of the 36 subjects were totally unaware of the exposure to
interference from the previous set at the inhibition trials, whereas
the remaining 19 subjects reported general indifference to it.
When the reaction time analysis was restricted to these 17
subjects, the performance difference (1.5 � 2.4%; mean � SD;
t(16) � 2.6; p � 0.05) and the reaction time increase (51.6 � 34.4
msec; mean � SD; t(16) � 6.2; p � .001) were similarly significant.
These behavioral results suggest that inhibitory processes were
recruited at the inhibition trials, even when the subjects were
unaware of the exposure.

The image data set from a pool of the 36 subjects was analyzed
by a GLM implemented in SPM99 and was applied to a random
effect model. A positive control condition was included in the
dimensional changes after which no dual-match trials were pre-
sented. As shown in Figure 2, the dimensional changes elicited
prominent activations in a set of mostly left-lateralized regions,
including the posterior inferior frontal sulcus regions, consistent
with our previous study using a similar modification of the
WCST (Konishi et al., 2002a). More central to the activation of
interest in the present study, at the inhibition trials, prominent
activation was revealed in the left middle frontal gyrus near the
superior frontal sulcus (Fig. 3, top). It is possible that this activa-
tion is contaminated by residual activation derived from the di-
mensional changes two or four trials apart. This possibility was
canceled by calculating activation in the temporally equivalent
control trials (Fig. 3, middle) and comparing it with that in the
inhibition trials. Although some of the activations were weak-
ened, the superior prefrontal activation remained as significant
(Fig. 3, bottom), which is consistent with the observation that this

region was not significantly activated at the dimensional changes
( p � 0.05) (Fig. 2). The complete list of the activation results is
shown in Table 1. Note that the anatomical label and Brodmann
area, including those for the superior prefrontal activation,
should be considered approximate.

The superior prefrontal activation at (�32, 32, 44) (Table 1)
was investigated further by dividing the inhibition trials from two
independent sources: the third and fifth trials after the dimen-
sional changes. The percentage signal in the inhibition trials was
0.139% (t(35) � 5.7; p � 0.001; correction unnecessary) in the
third trials and 0.105% (t(35) � 3.8; p � 0.001) in the fifth trials.
Moreover, the superior prefrontal activation was similarly signif-
icant in the 17 (of the 36) subjects who were totally unaware of the
exposure to previous set (0.132%, t(16) � 3.5, p � 0.005 in the
third trials; 0.095%, t(16) � 3.6, p � 0.005 in the fifth trials),
confirming the reliability of the superior prefrontal activation in
these two data sets, even in the totally unaware group only.

In experiment 2, 16 of the 36 subjects were additionally
scanned as a positive control after they had been informed and
made aware of the exposure. Mean correct performance was
97.9% in the inhibition trials and 99.8% in the temporally equiv-
alent control trials, and the performance difference was signifi-
cant (1.9 � 2.3%; mean � SD; t(15) � 3.3; p � 0.005). Mean
reaction time in correct trials was 1370.7 msec in the inhibition
trials and 1090.7 msec in the temporally equivalent control trials;
this mean reaction time increase was also significant (280.0 �
160.6 msec; mean � SD; t(15) � 7.0; p � 0.001). The transient
activation related to the inhibition trials was revealed in a set of
brain regions that included the posterior inferior frontal sulcus
region (Fig. 4a, Table 2) and appears relatively similar to the
activation pattern during the original dimensional changes
shown in Figure 2, where similar inhibition was involved. The
superior prefrontal region that was prominently activated at the
inhibition trials in experiment 1, on the other hand, was not
significantly activated ( p � 0.05).

The contrast of central interest, “inhibition minus control,” was
directly compared between experiments 1 and 2, and the differential
activation is presented in Figure 4b. Only the superior prefrontal
region was activated significantly more in experiment 1 than in ex-
periment 2 (i.e., the superior prefrontal peak at Table 1 was included
in the significant activation shown in Fig. 4b), whereas the opposite
differential activation was observed in the posterior inferior frontal
sulcus region, as well as many of the regions presented in Figure 4a
(i.e., the inferior prefrontal peak at Table 2 was included in the sig-
nificant activation shown in Fig. 4b).

The signal difference between experiments 1 and 2 was further

Figure 2. Statistical activation maps for signal increase and decrease during original dimensional changes in experiment 1. The color scale in the maps reflects statistical significance, using the
threshold of z�3.3, p�0.001 (uncorrected) for a display purpose. Activation maps are displayed as transverse sections and overlaid on the anatomic image averaged across subjects. The transverse
section level is indicated by the Z coordinates of Talairach space at the bottom.
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tested for each of the inferior and superior regions using inde-
pendent data sets. For the inferior prefrontal region, coordinates
were represented on the basis of our previous studies of inhibi-
tory control (Konishi et al., 2001, their Table 2) at (�44, 16.5, 23),
and the coordinates were then applied to the present data set. The
difference between experiments 2 and 1 was significant (t(50) �

2.7; p � 0.01). As for the superior prefrontal region, because of
the lack of previous knowledge of its precise coordinates, a repli-
cation approach was used, wherein the data set of experiment 1
was divided into two: a hypothesis generating and a hypothesis
testing (Buckner et al., 1996). The first data set from experiment
1 (n � 18) generated a peak at (�30, 36, 42) (z � 3.8), and the
coordinates were then applied to the second hypothesis testing
data set from experiment 1 (n � 18) and the whole data set of
experiment 2. The difference between experiments 1 and 2 was
significant (t(32) � 2.5; p � 0.05). It should be noted that these
analyses did not require whole-brain multiple comparisons be-
cause the two foci had already been shown to be significant at p �
0.05 (corrected) (Tables 1, 2).

A final analysis tested the possible reaction time effect to the
differential activation pattern (Christoff et al., 2001). The reac-
tion time increase for each subject for both experiments 1 and
2 was coded into a GLM, together with the differential effect,
and examined in a group analysis using a random effect model.
The significant signal difference was still present in both the su-
perior (t(49) � 3.4; p � 0.005, correction unnecessary) and infe-
rior (t(49) � 2.3; p � 0.05) prefrontal regions, whereas the reac-
tion time effect was not significant in either of the regions ( p �
0.05), confirming that the differential pattern does not simply
reflect the reaction time difference.

Discussion
In the present study, the WCST was modified in a manner that
required subjects to inhibit a previously acquired set temporally
segregated from dimensional changes. Behavioral analysis re-

Figure 3. Statistical activation maps for signal increase during inhibition trials (top), temporally equivalent control trials (middle), and the difference (bottom) in experiment 1. Format is similar
to Figure 2.

Table 1. Brain regions showing signal increase in inhibition minus control in
experiment 1

Coordinates

z value BA/Areax y z

Lateral frontal cortex �32 32 44 5.14* 8/9
�42 16 32 4.97 9

44 18 38 4.65 9
�30 6 60 4.26 6

38 34 42 3.87 8/9
�42 36 12 3.55 46

Medial frontal cortex �2 18 48 3.94 6/8
Parietal cortex �28 �52 42 5.04* 40/7

30 �64 54 4.66 7
34 �44 42 4.58 40/7

�28 �68 44 4.36 7
26 �56 68 4.20 7

4 �56 46 4.11 7
Occipital cortex 26 �50 0 4.31 19/18

30 �76 34 4.08 19
Others �10 8 8 4.29 Caudate

Coordinates are listed in the Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) with negative values of x on the left. BA
is the Brodmann area near the coordinates and is approximate. Significant activation was detected using a threshold
of �19 contiguous significant voxels above p � 0.001. *p � 0.05 corrected for whole-brain multiple comparison.
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vealed a robust reaction time increase at the inhibition trials.
Transient activation elicited at the inhibition trials was observed
in the left middle frontal gyrus near the superior frontal sulcus. A
distinct pattern of activation was revealed on the inhibition trials,
including the left posterior inferior frontal sulcus, after the sub-
jects had been informed and made aware of the exposure to a
previous set. These results suggest dissociable mechanisms within
the prefrontal cortex that implement two forms of inhibition.

Activation in the superior part of the prefrontal cortex in gen-
eral has rarely been observed in neuroimaging studies using a

wide range of cognitive tasks (Duncan and Owen, 2000). The
superior prefrontal activation during inhibition reported in this
study is located superior to the standard middle prefrontal acti-
vation during working memory tasks (Petrides et al., 1993; Mc-
Carthy et al., 1994; D’Esposito et al., 1995; Cohen et al., 1997;
Courtney et al., 1997). The superior prefrontal activation is also
different from the activation in the posterior part of the superior
frontal sulcus during spatial working memory tasks (Courtney et
al., 1998; Rowe et al., 2000). The previous studies using set-
shifting paradigms also appear insignificant in the superior pre-
frontal activation (Berman et al., 1995; Nagahama et al., 1996;
Barcelo et al., 1997; Konishi et al., 1998, 2002a; Dove et al., 2000;
MacDonald et al., 2000; Rogers et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001;
Dreher et al., 2002; Nakahara et al., 2002; Rushworth et al., 2002),
consistent with the negative results in the original dimensional
changes (see Materials and Methods) shown in Figure 2. These
negative observations suggest the unique status of the superior
prefrontal activation associated with a cognitive domain that has
rarely been investigated. The left hemisphere dominance of the
superior prefrontal activation, however, is common to left frontal
dominance reported in the previous neuropsychological litera-
ture (Milner, 1971; Rogers et al., 1998) and to left-dominant
prefrontal activation during set shifting (Konishi et al., 2002a),
suggesting general left hemisphere dominance for inhibitory
control of this type.

The superior prefrontal activation presented here contrasts
with the activation in the posterior inferior frontal sulcus. This
region conforms to the one reported in our previous studies of set
shifting (Konishi et al., 2001, their Table 2) and is activated dur-
ing the performance of cognitive tasks requiring executive con-
trol processes such as the Stroop task (Taylor et al., 1997; Chee et
al., 2000), go/no-go tasks (Konishi et al., 1999a; Bunge et al.,
2002; Durston et al., 2002), controlled retrieval tasks
(Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Dobbins et al., 2002; Gold and
Buckner, 2002; Konishi et al., 2002b), and set-shifting tasks (Ber-
man et al., 1995; Nagahama et al., 1996; Barcelo et al., 1997;
Konishi et al., 1998, 2002a; Dove et al., 2000; MacDonald et al.,

Figure 4. a, Statistical activation maps for signal increase and decrease during inhibition minus control trials in experiment 2. b, Direct comparison of the contrast inhibition minus control
between experiments 1 and 2.

Table 2. Brain regions showing signal increase in inhibition minus control in
experiment 2

Coordinates

z value BA/Areax y z

Lateral frontal cortex �38 14 26 5.27* 45/44
�38 24 �4 5.10 47/12

50 24 36 4.76 9
38 4 48 4.49 6
20 16 62 4.27 6
34 18 �12 4.20 47/12

�22 6 62 4.20 6
26 2 64 4.00 6

Medial frontal cortex 4 18 58 4.42 6
14 52 28 4.03 9
12 32 26 3.97 32

Parietal cortex �40 �52 60 5.21* 7/5
�26 �64 50 5.18* 7
�44 �34 44 4.67 40

6 �68 48 4.67 7
�54 �54 38 4.54 40

30 �56 54 4.32 40/7
48 �36 54 3.87 40

Occipital cortex �26 �80 28 5.09 19
36 �74 34 4.18 19

�20 �62 18 3.55 18/17

Coordinates are listed in the Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) with negative values of x on the left. BA
is the Brodmann area near the coordinates and is approximate. Significant activation was detected using a threshold
of �19 contiguous significant voxels above p � 0.001. *p � 0.05 corrected for whole-brain multiple comparison.
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2000; Rogers et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Dreher et al., 2002;
Nakahara et al., 2002; Rushworth et al., 2002; Houde and
Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003), consistent with the executive roles ex-
pected for inhibition of cognitive set. One potential confound
regarding this inferior prefrontal activation relates to the instruc-
tion given to the subjects in experiment 2 (see Materials and
Methods) that may introduce unwanted perceptual or cognitive
processes, but it is to be noted that the results in experiment 2 are
consistent with many of prominent activations, including the
posterior inferior frontal sulcus region, that have been observed
during similar inhibitory processes cited above.

The set-shifting paradigm using the dual-match stimuli in the
present study was designed to isolate the inhibitory processes that
were originally recruited at the time of dimensional changes;
however, quite importantly, the superior prefrontal activation
elicited at the inhibition trials was not observed during dimen-
sional changes in the original condition during which inhibition
of the previous set was required (Fig. 2). The negative result sug-
gests that although the superior prefrontal activation may indeed
be related to inhibition of cognitive set, the form of underlying
inhibitory processes was qualitatively changed when temporally
segregated from dimensional changes. One obvious difference
between these two events is that subjects were less aware of the
exposure to the previous set at the inhibition trials than at the
dimensional changes. To control the level of such awareness at
the inhibition trials, experiment 2 was conducted, and clear dou-
ble dissociation in the superior and inferior prefrontal activations
was revealed. One straightforward explanation for the dissocia-
tion results is that the inferior prefrontal activation reflects an
explicit form of inhibitory processes, whereas the superior pre-
frontal activation reflects an implicit form of inhibitory processes
that might be similar to those recruited during spontaneous shift-
ing (Rylander, 1939; Halstead, 1940; Goldstein, 1944), during
which inhibition is required without subjects being aware of di-
mensional changes. Another possibility would be that the supe-
rior prefrontal region is activated only when no other alternative
inhibitory mechanisms (i.e., inferior prefrontal ones) were in-
volved that are to be activated during normative dimensional
changes. Although definite interpretation of the superior pre-
frontal activation is not fully elucidated by the results of the
present study, the double dissociation reported in the present
study suggests the existence of another form of inhibitory mech-
anisms in the superior prefrontal cortex that had previously re-
mained unrevealed.

The differential activation was detected by comparing exper-
iments 1 and 2 scanned in the same subjects. It is unlikely that the
differential activation can be explained only by learning effects, in
light of previous literatures that have demonstrated that such
effects on the WCST were indistinguishable between naive and
practiced subjects (Berman et al., 1995). Moreover, the differen-
tial activation pattern during the inhibition trials across experi-
ments 1 and 2 (Fig. 4b) was consistent with that observed within
the data set of experiment 1: the inhibition trials (Fig. 3) and the
original dimensional changes that involved inhibition similar to
that in experiment 2 (Fig. 2). It is also unlikely that the superior
prefrontal activation simply reflects increased involvement at-
tributable to less facilitation in the inhibition trials than in the
dual-match trials, because the task structure used in experiment 1
is common to that in experiment 2 in which no superior prefron-
tal activation was observed.

The dissociable neural substrates for the two forms of inhibi-
tion might be relevant to the debate regarding the precise critical
lesion foci for inhibitory functions within the lateral prefrontal

cortex. As has been pointed out (Milner, 1964), there appears to
be some variability of critical lesion foci among previous neuro-
psychological studies in terms of superior versus inferior prefron-
tal regions (Milner, 1963, 1964; Mishkin, 1964; Butter, 1969;
Iversen and Mishkin, 1970; Passingham, 1972; Dias et al., 1996;
Aron et al., 2003). One possibility might be related to the fact that,
unlike most neuroimaging studies, neuropsychological studies
use naive subjects and require only a small number of repetitions.
Under such behavioral conditions, the subjects’ strategy (the
form of inhibitory processes to be recruited) would not be com-
pletely established, which might result in variability of recruited
processes among subjects and even among trials in the same sub-
jects. Although open to questions as to how these two forms of the
function interact with each other in such naive subjects, the
present study suggests the inhibitory mechanisms implemented
in the superior prefrontal cortex, alternative to the inferior pre-
frontal ones, that contribute to our flexible behavior.
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